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SUMMARY

Petri nets are useful for modelling a variety of asynchronous and concurrent systems, such as automated
manufacturing, computer fault tolerant systems, and communication networks. This study employs an
airbag inflator system as an example to demonstrate a Petri net approach to failure analysis. This paper
uses Petri nets to study minimum cut sets finding, marking transfer, and dynamic behaviour of system
failure. For Petri net models incorporating sensors, fault detection and higher-level fault avoidance is
dealt with. Compared with fault trees that present only static logic relations between events, Petri nets
indeed offer more capabilities in the scope of failure analysis. 1997 by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION severity of occupants can be reduced under airbag
protection8,11 when an automotive collision occurs.
The fault tree analysis for detecting possible failuresA failure is defined as any change in the shape,

size, or material properties of a structure, machine, of an inflator has been presented.12 In this study,
the proposed fault tree will be transformed to aor component that renders it unfit to carry out its

specified function adequately.1 For the purpose of Petri net model in order to illustrate the present
failure analysis method and to show the superiorityreliability assurance, failures of a system need to be

traced and analysed, especially for safety devices of Petri nets over fault trees.
The correlations between fault trees and Petri netssuch as airbag systems in vehicles.

There have been many methods proposed for will be presented first in this study. Two methods
for obtaining minimum cut sets then follow. Thefailure analysis,2 among which fault tree analysis

(FTA) is well known. It is a graphical method that third issue is the discussion of marking transfer
by using a reorganized incidence matrix. Dynamicpresents relationships between basic events and the

top event by logic gates and a tree construction.3 behaviour of Petri nets with failure rates formulation
will be investigated. Finally, Petri nets endowedCompared with fault trees, Petri net analysis is also

a graphical approach that performs not only the with sensors for fault detection are described.
static logic relations revealed in FTA, but also
dynamic behaviour which greatly helps fault tracing

TRANSFORMATION BETWEEN FAULT TREE
and failure state analysis. Moreover, the system

AND PETRI NET
behaviour accounted for by Petri nets can improve
the dialogue between analysts and designers of a The basic symbols of Petri nets include:13

s : Place, drawn as a circle, denotes eventsystem.4

Nowadays, deaths and injuries resulting from the 3 : Transition, drawn as a bar, denotes
event transferuse of motor vehicles are at a terribly high level

worldwide. Available statistics report that over ↑ : Arc, drawn as an arrow, between places
and transitions154,000 deaths and 5,000,000 injuries occur each

year all over the world.5 As a result, airbag systems d : Token, drawn as a dot, contained in
places, denotes the data.used for passengers’ protection are fitted on modern

vehicles in rapidly increasing numbers.6–12 An airbag The transition is said to fire if input places satisfy
an enabled condition. Transition firing will removesystem is also called a supplemental inflatable

restraint8 or supplemental restraint system9 and is one token from all of its input places and put one
token into all of its output places.14 Figure 1 is acomposed of three major subsystems: inflator and

bag assembly, diagnostic module, and crash sen- fault tree example in which events A, B, C, D, and
E are basic causes of event 0. The logic relationssors.10 The inflator and bag assembly is used to

inflate an airbag so that the head and chest injury between the events are described as well. The corre-
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based on Petri nets is carried out in the current
study. The rules are stated as follows:

1. Put down the numbers of the input places in
a row if the output place is connected by
multi-arcs from transitions. This accounts for
OR-models.

2. If the output place is connected by one arc
from a transition then the numbers of the input
places should be put down in a column. This
accounts for AND-models.

3. The common entry located in rows is the entry
shared by each row.

Figure 1. A fault tree
4. Starting from the top event down to the basic

events until all places are replaced by basic
events, a matrix is thus formed, called the
basic event matrix. The column vectors of the
matrix constitute cut sets.

5. Remove the supersets from the basic event
matrix and the remaining column vectors
become minimum cut sets.

This top-down fashion facilitates obtaining minimum
cut sets logically. The differences between the
present method and the MOCUS19 algorithm
include:

1. The present method is based on Petri net mod-
els, whereas the MOCUS algorithm is based

Figure 2. Correlations between fault tree and Petri net
on fault trees.

2. Events in fault trees correspond to places inlations between fault tree and Petri net are shown
Petri nets. Using Petri nets, logic gates do notin Figure 2. Figure 3 is the Petri net transformed
appear in the matrix, in which only places arefrom Figure 1.
dealt with, whereas by MOCUS all logic gatesOne potential problem in the deployment of an
in addition to events are processed in theautomobile airbag is an inadequate inflator system
generating steps.output that may be caused by delayed output,

3. The structure of the matrix looks like that ofreduced output or no output, for which an inadequate
the Petri net itself such that it is amenable toinflator output in airbags has been investigated.12

constructing the matrix; however, tables com-Figure 4 shows its proposed fault tree. As an illus-
posed of generating steps using MOCUS looktrating example, based on the above statement, it can
unlike structures of fault trees.be tranformed into Petri net as shown in Figure 5.

Its sequence numbers of places and transitions are
Figure 6 illustrates minimum cut sets used to searchprescribed, starting from basic events to the top
the inadequate output for an inflator system, depictedevent from the left side to the right side in the
in Figure 4, by the matrix method.Petri net.

Minimum cut sets can be derived in an opposite
direction, i.e. from basic places to the top place.

MINIMUM CUT SETS Transitions with T = 0 are called immediate tran-
sitions.14 If a Petri net has immediate transitions,There have been quite a few methods used to gener-
i.e. the token transfer between places does not takeate minimum cut sets for fault trees.15–18 By contrast,
time, then it can be abosrbed to a simplified forma matrix method2 for finding minimum cut sets
called the equivalent Petri net. Figure 7 shows the
principle of absorption, by which Figure 8 is the
equivalent Petri net resulting from Figure 5. After
absorption, all the remaining places are basic events.
The equivalent Petri net exactly constitutes the mini-
mum cut sets, i.e. the input of each transition rep-
resents a minimum cut set. This method is in bot-
tom-up fashion.

Therefore, both top-down and bottom-up methods
have been proposed in this work to find minimum

Figure 3. The Petri net of Figure 1 cut sets using the Petri net approach.
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Figure 5. Petri net of an inadequate output inflator system

Figure 6. Minimum cut sets of an inadequate output inflator

vector, Uk is an input vector at statek, and A and
B are coefficient matrices.

Combining all the marking transformation from
an initial markingM 0 to final markingM n, (1) can
be rewritten as

M n = M 0 + C S (2)

or

M n − M 0 = C S (3)

where C is an m× n matrix called the incidenceFigure 7. The absorption principle of equivalent Petri nets
matrix, m and n being the total numbers of places

MARKING TRANSFER and transitions, respectively. In addition, entries of
C areA marking of a Petri net is defined as the total

number of tokens at each place,20 denoted by a cij = 1, if transitionj has an outgoing
column vectorM . Thus the vectorMk = (n1, n2, . . ., arc to placei
nm)T represents that token numbers of placesP1, P2, cij = −1, if transitionj has an incoming
. . ., Pm at statek are n1, n2, . . ., nm, respectively. arc from placei
Consequently, Petri nets can be expressed in state cij = 0, if there is no arc between them
space form, which gives the next stateM k+1 from

Moreover, cij = 1 (−1) means placei gains (loses)its previous stateM k:13

one token if transitionj fired. In (3), S denotes a
Mk+1 = A M k + B Uk, k = 1,2,. . . (1) column vector, called the firing-count vector,13

whose entry i denotes the number of times thatwhereM k is the marking at statek, an m× 1 column
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Figure 8. Equivalent Petri net of Figure 5

transition i fires in a firing sequence such thatM 0 Since the sequence numbers of places and tran-
sitions are the same,Ti may fire when Pi holdsis transformed intoM n.

To renumber transitions, a method2 is employed tokens. Suppose the initial marking for the inad-
equate output inflator (Figure 9) isto establish a reorganized incidence matrixCR that

provides marking transfer steps fromM0 up to M n. M 0 = [0000010000010000000000000000000000000000]T

The rules for transition renumbering are:
i.e. each ofP6 and P12 possesses a token, which1. Let the number assigned to each transition be
from Figures 4 and 5 represent ball weld rupture

the same number of the input place in this
and failure of the low pressure sensor (LPS) switch

transition, no matter whether the input is mul-
in the airbag inflator. SinceP6 holds a token,T6tiple or not.
fires. Note that in theT6 column in CR, only the

2. If the transition has multiple inputs, then the
entry CR27,6= 1, which means thatP27 gains a token

number of this transition includes every input
when T6 fires. Consequently, a token moves from

number.
P6 to P27. However,T12 will not fire, since the entry
CR38,12 is underlined, which means it cannot fireAs a result, the renumbered Petri net for Figure 5

is shown in Figure 9. unless bothP12 and P34 hold tokens at the same
time. Thus, the marking becomesThe rules for constructing the reorganized inci-

dence matrix are:
M 1 = [0000000000010000000000000010000000000000]T

1. Assign each entry of the incidence matrixCR In a similar manner, CR34,27= 1, as shown in
in a manner similar toC as described pre-

Figure 10, andT27 fires such that the token moves
viously, but append one column toCR. Accord-

from P27 to P34. Therefore,
ingly, it becomes anm × m square matrix
wherem is the total number of places. Besides, M 2 = [0000000000010000000000000000000001000000]T

let entry CRm,m be −1.
Since CR38,12 = CR38,34= 1 according to Figure 10

2. Underline all the entries that consititute mul-
and bothP12 and P34 hold a token,T12T34 fires so

tiple incoming transitions.
as to provideP38 a token. Accordingly,

Once the reorganized incidence matrix is done, the
M 3 = [0000000000000000000000000000000000000100]T

upper-left q × q elements form a negative identity
square matrix and there is aq × (m−q) null matrix Note thatCR40,38= 1 and T38 fires. A token hence

moves toP40, i.e. the top event of this airbag inflatorat the upper-right, whereq is the total number of
basic places. The incidence matrixCR resulting from system occurs, with marking
Figure 9 is shown in Figure 10, whereq is 22,

M 4 = [0000000000000000000000000000000000000001]T

m is 40 and CR38,12, CR38,34, CR39,21 and CR39,32

are underlined. The associated reorganized incidence matrixCR and

Figure 9. Renumbered Petri net of Figure 5
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Figure 10. Marking transfer stepsM 0 up to M 4 observed from the reorganized incidence matrixCR

the marking transfer steps based on the reorganized behaviour of system failure is defined as the system
failure state with time varied, and is determined byincidence matrix are illustrated in Figure 10. This

method enables deriving marking transfer by direct the movement of tokens in a Petri net model. A
merit of the approach is that the dynamic behaviourobservation without calculation, which is different

from (2) and (3) that were proposed by Hura and of a system failure can be investigated by Petri
nets,20 whereas it cannot be done by fault trees.Atwood.13 Failure state evolution can be observed,

as illustrated in the inflator example. This is one of Definemi(t) as the marking ofPi, i.e. the token
quantity at time t for place i, and assume that athe advantages for failure analysis of using the Petri

net approach. basic place generates a token at every time period
of T, i.e. the time between failures isT. Accordingly,
the timed marking ofPi performs like a stair func-DYNAMIC BEHAVIOUR
tion. It is equal to zero during the first period, one

Since the vectorM k represents the marking in a during the second period, two during the third per-
Petri net at statek, the failure state of a system iod, etc. Hence, a timed marking for a place can
may vary with time. Hence, the markings of a be written as21

Petri net depend on time dynamically. The dynamic m(t) = 0[u(t)−u(t−T) ] + 1[u(t−T)−u(t−2T)]
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Figure 13. Single level transition with multi-inputs for the OR-
model

Figure 11. Single transition with single input

= O`
k=1

u(t−kT−d1−d2−. . .−dtop)

= O`
k=1

u(t−kT−D) (7)

where D = Otop

s=1

ds denotes the total delay time due

to transitions.

2. Transition with multi-inputs

(A) OR-model. According to the property of
Petri nets,21 the output marking of an OR-model
is the summation of input markings with delay
times; i.e.

mtop(t) = [ m1(t)d1
+ m2(t)d2

+ . . . mn(t)dn
] (8)

Figure 12. Hierarchial transition with single input

(a) Single level transition (Figure 13)
+ 2[u(t−2T)−u(t−3T)] + . . . = u(t−T)

From (4), let basic place markings be
+ u(t−2T) + u(t−3T) + . . . (4)

m1(t) = O`
k=1

u(t−kr1T)
= O`

k=1

u(t−kT)

where u(t) is a unit step function. m2(t) = O`
k=1

u(t−kr2T)
The timed marking transfer of places can be

described as follows:
. . .

1. Transition with single input mn(t) = O`
k=1

u(t−krnT) (9)

In this case, the marking for an output place is
wherer1 to rn denote factors to account for differentthe input marking with delay timed involved.
periods among events. Hencer iT, i = 1,2,3,. . .,n,
represent the token generation period at placePi.(A) Single transition(Figure11). According to
Substituting (9) into (8) yields the top place marking(4), let

mtop(t) = O`
k=1

u(t−kr1T−d1) + O`
k=1

u(t−kr2T−d2)m1(t) = O`
k=1

u(t−kT) (5)

Hence,
+ . . . +O`

k=1

u(t−krnT−dn) (10)

m2(t) = m1(t)d = O`
k=1

u(t−kT−d) (6)

= On
s=1

[O`
k=1

u(t−krsT−ds) ]
where d denotes the delay time due to transition.

(B) Hierarchial transition (Figure12). The
(b) Hierarchical transition (Figure 14)marking of the top place in this construction is

derived as From (8) and in accordance with Figure 14,

mtop( t) = [. . .({[ m1(t)d1
+ m2(t)d2

]d3
+ m4(t)d4

} d5
mtop(t) = m1(t)d1,d2,. . .,dtop
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Figure 15. Single transition with multi-inputs for the AND-model

(B) AND-model. The output marking of an
AND-model is the minimal number among input
markings21 with time delay; i.e.

mtop(t) = min [m1(t)d, m2( t)d, . . . .mn( t)d]
(12)

(a) Single transition (Figure 15)

From (9) and (12), the top place marking of
Figure 14. Hierarchical transition with multi-inputs for the OR- Figure 15 ismodel

mtop(t) = min[O`
k=1

u(t−kr1T−d),
+ m6(t)d6

)d7
+. . .+ mtop-3(t)dtop-3

]dtop-2
+ mtop-1(t)dtop-1

O`
k=1

u(t−kr2T−d), . . .,O`
k=1

u(t−krnT−d)]= [. . .({[O`
k=1

u(t−kr1T−d1) + O`
k=1

u(t−kr2T−d2)]d3

= min [O`
k=1

u(t−kriT−d)], (i = 1,2,3,. . .,n) (13)+ O`
k=1

u(t−kr4T−d4)} d5
+ O`

k=1

u(t−kr6T−d6))d7

= O`
k=1

u(t−krbT−d)+. . .+O`
k=1

u(t−krtop-3T−dtop-3)]dtop-2

where rb is the largest number of allri. In other
words, the token generation period ofPb is the+ O`

k=1

u(t−krtop-1T−dtop-1)
longest one among all input places.

(b) Hierarchical transition (Figure 16)= O`
k=1

u(t−kr1T−d1−d3−d5−. . .−dtop-2)

From (12) and Figure 16, the top place marking
of this construction is expressed by

+ O`
k=1

u(t−kr2T−d2−d3−d5−. . .−dtop-2)

+ O`
k=1

u(t−kr4T−d4−d5−d7−. . .−dtop-2)

+ O`
k=1

u(t−kr6T−d6−d7−d9−. . .dtop-2)

+. . .+O`
k=1

u(t−krtop-3T−dtop-3−dtop-2)

+ O`
k=1

u(t−krtop-1T−dtop-1) = O`
k=1

u(t−kr1T−OR
s=1

d2s−1)(11)

+ OR−1

s=1

[O`
k=1

u(t−kr2sT−d2s−OR−1

u=s

d2u+1)]

+ O`
k=1

u(t−krtop-1T−dtop-1)

Figure 16. Hierarchical transition with multi-inputs for the AND-
modelwhere R = [(top-2) + 1]/2
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First from (8), one has marking for place 37 of
the form

m37( t) = m33(t)d33
+ m25(t)d25

From (8) and (6) this equation becomes

m37(t) = [m23(t)d23
+ m24(t)d24

]d33

+ m3(t)d3,d25
= [m1(t)d1,d23

+ m2(t)d2,d24
]d33

+ m3( t)d3,d25

Finally, employing (7) that deals with delay time
at transitions leads to

m37(t) = m1(t)d1,d23,d33
+ m2( t)d2,d24,d33

+ m3(t)d3,d25

(15)

In a similar fashion,

m38(t) = m26(t)d26
+ m5(t)d5

+ min

[m34(t)d34
, m12(t)d12

] + m29(t)d29
+ m35(t)d35

= m4(t)d4,d26
+ m5(t)d5

+ min ({[ m6(t)d6,d27,d34

+ m7( t)d7,d27,d34
+ m8(t)d8,d27,d34

+ m9(t)d9,d27,d34
+ m10(t)d10,d27,d34

] (16)

+ [m11(t)d11
,d28

,d34
]}, m12(t)d12

)
Figure 17. Fault detection arrangement

+ m13(t)d13
,d29

+ m14(t)d14
,d30

,d35
+ m15(t)d15

,d35

mtop(t) = min ([. . .min {[min ({min Besides,
[ m1(t)d1

, m2( t)d1
]} d2

, m4(t)d2
)]d3

, m39(t) = m36(t)d36
+ min [m32(t)d32

, m21( t)d21
]

m6(t)d3
} d4

. . . ]dR
, mtop-1(t)dR

) + m22(t)d22
= m16(t)d16,d31,d36

+ m17( t)d17,d31,d36

+ m18(t)d18,d31,d36
+ min {[ m19(t)d19,d32

(17)
= min [O`

k=1

u(t−kr1T−d1−d2−. . .−dR),
+ m20(t)d20,d32

], [m21(t)d21
]} + m22(t)d22

As a consequence, the marking of the top place isO`
k=1

u(t−kr2T−d1−d2−. . .−dR), written as

m40(t) = m37(t)d37
+ m38(t)d38

+ m39(t)d39O`
k=1

u(t−kr4T−d2−d3−. . .−dR),
= O`

k=1

u(t−kr1T−d1−d23−d33−d37)

O`
k=1

u(t−kr6T−d3−d4−. . .−dR),
+ O`

k=1

u(t−kr2T−d2−d24−d33−d37)

O`
k=1

u(t−kr8T−d4−d5−. . .−dR), . . .,
+ O`

k=1

u(t−kr3T−d3−d25−d37)

O`
k=1

u(t−krtop-1T−dR)] (14)
+ O`

k=1

u(t−kr4T−d4−d26−d38)

= min [O`
k=1

u(t−kr1T− OR
s=1

ds),
+ O`

k=1

u(t−kr5T−d5−d38)

O`
k=1

u(t−kr2T− OR
s=1

ds), + min ({O10

s=6

[ O`
k=1

u(t−krsT−ds−d27−d34−d38)]

O`
k=1

u(t−kr2vT− OR
s=v

ds)], (v = 2,3,4,. . .,R) + O`
k=1

u(t−kr11T−d11−d28−d34−d38)},

Based on (4) to (14), the marking transfer for
inadequate system output of the inflator, as depicted O`

k=1

u(t−kr12T−d12d38))
in Figure 9, can be derived as follows:
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Figure 18. Token transfer in different situations

Moreover, the failure rate22 F(t) of this system can
be written as+ O`

k=1

u(t−kr13T−d13−d29−d38)

F(t) = m40(t)/t (19)

Failure rates derivation using the marking transfer+ O`
k=1

u(t−kr14T−d14−d30−d35−d38)
calculation has been illustrated. Since the dynamic
behaviour of a system failure can be investigated
by Petri nets,20 whereas it cannot be done by fault+ O`

k=1

u(t−kr15T−d15−d35−d38) (18)
trees, it is also one of the advantages for failure
analysis gained from the Petri net approach over
FTA.+ O18

s=16

[ O`
k=1

u(t−krsT−ds−d31−d36−d39)]

FAULT DETECTION AND REPAIR RATE
+ min {O20

s=19

[ O`
k=1

u(t−krsT−ds−d32−d39)],
Once a token appears in a place of a Petri net, it
represents that failure occurs in the system. If failure
can be detected by sensors and properly processedO`

k=1

u(t−kr21T−d21−d39)}
in the early stage, the undesired and more serious
faults of the system can be avoided. Therefore,
sensors play an important role in fault detection. By+ O`

k=1

u(t−kr22T−d22−d39)
suitable selection and proper installation, sensors
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offer a warning signal that may be a light indi- Petri nets. Renumbering transitions of a Petri net
generates an incidence matrix which directly pro-cation,8 a beep sound or some other form to remind

that this situation be processed. The subsequent vides marking transfer without calculation. Dynamic
behaviour of a timed Petri net has been investigatedaction may be either repair or replacement of faulty

components. Since the dynamic characteristcs of a as well, from which the token transfer for various
constructions of Petri nets and their failure rates cansystem failure can be observed by tracing token

transfer,20 the current study proposes an arrange- be derived. In addition, the scheme that avoids
higher-level faults by incorporating sensors into ament, with a concept of conditional transition as

shown in Figure 17, which is endowed with sensors Petri net has been described in this study. All the
above methods have been applied to an airbagto achieve fault detection and higher-level fault

avoidance. In this arrangement,Ptransition represents inflator system, with inadequate output as the top
event.a transitional state inserted betweenP1 and P2,

which is the original path fromP1 to P2 without The transformation between fault trees and Petri
nets is always achievable. However, in contrast tosensors installed, and its duration isT1 plus T2.

Figure 18(a) shows a Petri net where ifP1 holds a fault trees that only present static logic relations
between events, the Petri net approach not onlytoken, i.e. P1 failure occurs, P2 will take place

through the transition TA which represents the tran- contains the capability of FTA, but also facilitates
direct observation of marking transfer, analysingsitional time betweenP1 and P2 failures. However,

in the fault detection arrangement depicted in dynamic behaviour of system failure, fault detection
arrangements, and repair rate calculations for failureFigure 18(b), P1 failure fires TA1 to put a token

into a transitional place that represents the tran- analysis. It is worth constructing Petri net models
rather than establishing fault trees at the outset ofsitional state. In addition, a token is put into the

detection sensor that enables the warning signal, i.e. system failure analysis in order to gain the above-
mentioned advantages.P1 fault is detected. As soon as a processing action

is taken, the token in the processing place that
comes from the detection sensor together with the
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